How to Choose Your Dermal Filler Provider

Conservative and Natural Approach
At Blue Water Spa our nurse injectors decipher the necessity of injections, amount of product required and the specific
product to be used after they have completed a thorough assessment of your individual needs. A common concern among
patients is looking “done.” Our objective with dermal fillers is to provide natural and conservative results leaving the face
refreshed, rejuvenated and relaxed.

Surgeon Trained and Supervised
Our nurse injectors are surgeon trained and supervised with dermal filler injections. This in depth training allows the
injectors to appreciate the details of volume addition and placement. Placement of the dermal filler has to be meticulous,
layered and approached much like surgical fat grafting.

Blunt Tip Microcannulas
A blunt-tip microcannula is a small tube, with an edge that is not sharp, which is designed for atraumatic injections. Not
only does this give the nurse injector greater control over where the product is placed, but it also can reduce bruising,
swelling and has significantly reduced the discomfort experienced during injection.

Customization of Treatment
While dermal filler placement is priority, it is equally important to customize the product that is injected based on the area
that needs enhancement. Not all faces are the same; every human face has unique areas that may lose volume or flatten
with age. Assessing the human face is what our nurse injectors are skilled at. One product that may give a patient an
aesthetically improved outcome may not give the same results to another. They customize each and every treatment to
achieve the optimum aesthetic result.

Nurse Injector Loyalty
At Blue Water Spa you don’t have to worry about having a new nurse injector every 6 month. Melissa, Mari and BJ have
been with Blue Water Spa for years and have mastered the art of dermal fillers and Botox®. Our clients are continuously
satisfied with their performance. They keep well documented medical records to ensure that client dosing and
administration is consistent.

Recognition on the National Level
It is important search out a top provider who only performs injectable procedures. The nurses at
Blue Water Spa are among the top 1% providers of Juvederm® in the country. Our nurse injectors
have a “no pressure” approach and are skilled at providing the least amount of dermal filler
possible to give beautiful and natural looking results.

Why Blue Water Spa/Michael Law MD?
At Blue Water Spa/Michael Law MD we have surgeon-trained and supervised nurse injectors that are the ideal person to
perform dermal filler injections. Our nurse injectors have injected over 8,000 dermal filler procedures to date and are
among the top 1% providers of Juvederm in the country. Mari and Melissa have spent over 500+ hours in the operating
room assisting structural fat grafting procedures with Dr. Law. This advanced training allows them to appreciate aesthetic
volume placement unique to each client. Our injectors have a “no pressure” approach and are skilled at providing the least
amount of filler possible to give optimal results. At Blue Water Spa/Michael Law MD you don’t have to worry about having
a new nurse injector every 6 months, Melissa and Mari have been with Blue Water Spa/Michael Law MD for years and
have mastered the art of dermal fillers. Our clients are continuously pleased with their performance.
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